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Water Resources Development Act
Yesterday Barbara Boxer (D-California) and Senate colleague David Vitter (R-Louisiana)
submitted a new Water Resources Development Act.
Last session of Congress, Boxer circulated a draft version of the bill, but it was not introduced.
The act is a major piece of legislation. It authorizes billions in projects for the Army Corps of
Engineers and sets policy guidelines. Some hurdles for the act’s next iteration include a
congressional ban on earmarks (a common tactic in past versions) and a $US 60 billion Army
Corps project backlog.
The Environment and Public Works Committee will consider the bill on Wednesday March 20. If
you love to watch government at work, the markup session will be webcast live at http://
epw.senate.gov at 10:00 AM Eastern.
********************************************************************************************************

GrantStation

National Funding Opportunities
Support for Arts Education and Childhood Reading Initiatives
Target Store Grants
Target Store Grants support nonprofit organizations in the communities where the company's
stores are located. (There are currently stores in every state with the exception of Vermont.) Arts,
Culture, and Design in Schools grants support programs that enhance students’ classroom
curriculum by bringing the arts and cultural experiences to schools, such as in-school
performances, artist in residency programs, and workshops in schools. Early Childhood Reading
grants support programs that foster a love of reading and encourage young children, preschool
through third grade, to read together with their families. Grants of $2,000 are provided in both
categories. Online applications will be accepted through April 30, 2013. Funding guidelines are
available on the company’s website.
Student Service Learning Projects in the U.S. and Canada Funded
State Farm Youth Advisory Board National Grant Program
The State Farm Youth Advisory Board is composed of young adults who demonstrate exemplary
work in service-learning, volunteering, and philanthropy in their communities. The Youth
Advisory Board National Grant Program funds student-led service-learning projects throughout
the United States and in the provinces of Alberta, New Brunswick, and Ontario in Canada. Each
grant request must fall under one of the following issue areas, chosen by the board itself:
community safety and natural disaster preparedness, environmental responsibility, accessing
higher education/closing the achievement gap, social health and wellness issues, and financial

literacy. Public K-12, charter, and higher education institutions are eligible to apply. Nonprofit
organizations are also eligible if they are able to demonstrate how they plan to interact with
students in public K-12 schools. Programs must be youth-driven and youth-led, so youth
involvement and leadership is imperative. Grants range from $25,000 to $100,000. Applications
must be submitted online by May 3, 2013. Visit the Youth Advisory Board website for
application guidelines.
Grants Address Hunger Issues
Presbyterian Hunger Program
The Presbyterian Hunger Program provides grants to nonprofit organizations addressing hunger
and its causes in the United States. Grants are provided in the following five categories:
Development Assistance grants focus on creating a multi-faceted approach to the empowerment
of poor people. Public Policy Advocacy grants encourage activities that advocate for political
and economic policy changes that provide food for the poor. Lifestyle Integrity grants target
programs that help the church to move toward sustainable lifestyles sensitive to the reality of the
Earth's limited resources. Education and Interpretation grants promote activities to educate the
church and the public at large about the root causes of hunger. Direct Relief grants support
programs that provide food to poor people in either acute or chronic conditions of hunger.
Nonprofit organizations and Presbyterian congregations are eligible to apply. Letters of inquiry
must be submitted by April 30, 2013. Visit the program’s website to review the eligibility and
criteria information.
Language Preservation Projects Supported Worldwide
Endangered Language Fund
The goal of the Endangered Language Fund is to support endangered language preservation and
documentation projects throughout the world. The Fund provides grants of up to $4,000 for
language maintenance and linguistic field work, with emphasis on work that serves both the
native community and the field of linguistics. The language involved must be in danger of
disappearing within a generation or two. Researchers and language activists from any country are
eligible to apply. Institutions are eligible to apply for grants, but no administrative costs are
covered. Applications must be received by April 22, 2013. The request for proposals is available
on the Fund’s website.
Regional Funding Opportunities
Funds for the Preservation of the Rocky Mountain West
Maki Foundation
The Maki Foundation provides support to nonprofit organizations that promote environmental
protection in Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming. In particular, the
Foundation is concerned with the preservation of the Rocky Mountain West’s remaining wild
lands, rivers, and wilderness, as well as the wildlife that depends on these lands. Grants ranging
from $1,000 to $10,000 are generally provided to small local and regional grassroots
organizations working to protect public lands and rivers from threats such as mineral
development, unconstrained off-road vehicle use, and poorly planned water projects. The
application deadline is May 1, 2013. (Organizations that have not previously received support
from the Foundation should submit a brief letter prior to applying.) Visit the Foundation’s
website to learn more about the Foundation’s priorities.
Grants Promote Childhood Obesity Prevention in Selected Communities
Johnson & Johnson Community Health Care Program

The Johnson & Johnson Community Health Care Program supports nonprofit community
healthcare organizations that are working to prevent and reduce the impact of obesity in children.
Organizations in Chicago, IL; Louisville, KY; Las Vegas, NV; Charlotte, NC; and, Washington,
DC are eligible to apply. Grants are intended for programs that seek to improve the knowledge
and healthy lifestyle choices of children (ages 8-12) with the support of the adults in their lives
who influence their diet, food preparation, and activity level. Grants of $200,000 will be
provided to approximately eight organizations in order to fund activities over a two-and-a-half
year period. The application deadline is May 15, 2013. Visit the website listed above to review
the Request for Proposals.
Support for K-12 STEM Education in Eastern Regions Dominion Educational Partnership
The Dominion Educational Partnership provides elementary and secondary educators with the
tools they need to revitalize math and science programs. Support is provided in specific
geographic areas of the states of Connecticut, Maryland, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
and Rhode Island, and throughout the states of Virginia and West Virginia. The Partnership
provides grants of up to $10,000 to encourage the development of new programs to strengthen
math and science education through the study of energy or the environment. Public and private
elementary and secondary schools, institutions of higher education, and nonprofit organizations
are invited to apply. The application deadline is May 1, 2013. Visit the company’s website to
submit an online application.
Kansas Oral Health Programs Funded
Delta Dental of Kansas Foundation
The Delta Dental of Kansas Foundation works to increase access to dental care for underserved
populations, build the capacity to provide dental care, increase public awareness of oral health,
and promote the prevention of oral disease throughout the state. The Foundation provides grants
of up to $20,000 to community-based programs designed to improve oral health, with special
consideration given to programs that focus on low-income children and senior citizens. Grants
are provided for new initiatives, new components of existing programs, start-up funding, or onetime events. The application deadline is May 1, 2013. Visit the Foundation’s website to
download the grant guidelines and application materials.
Federal Grant and Loan Programs
Capacity Building Grants for Humanities Organizations
National Endowment for the Humanities
The Challenge Grants program provides support for capacity-building grants, intended to help
institutions and organizations secure long-term improvements in and support for their humanities
programs and resources. The application deadline is May 1, 2013.
Support Available to Protect Children Online
Department of Justice
The Internet Crimes Against Children Program provides support to help state and local law
enforcement agencies develop effective responses to child exploitation, child obscenity,
and sexual predators who entice children online. The application deadline is May 7, 2013.
Support Available to Help Minority Women with Substance Abuse Issues and HIV/AIDS
Department of Health and Human Services
The Targeted Capacity Expansion: Substance Abuse Treatment for Racial/Ethnic Minority

Women at High Risk for HIV/AIDS program provides support to expand substance abuse
treatment and HIV services for African American, Hispanic/Latina, and other racial/ethnic
minority women who have substance use or co-occurring substance use and mental disorders and
are living with or at risk for HIV/AIDS. The application deadline is May 14, 2013.
Program Funds Arts Organizations
National Endowment for the Arts
The Challenge America Fast-Track program supports small and mid-sized organizations for
projects that extend the reach of the arts to underserved populations. Grants are available for
professional arts programming and for projects that emphasize the potential of the arts in
community development. The application deadline is May 23, 2013.
Harpo Foundation
The Harpo Foundation provides grants and fellowships to emerging visual artists who are under
recognized by the field. Click above to learn more about the funding guidelines and application
process.
Caplow Children's Prize
The Caplow Children’s Prize is a worldwide humanitarian contest that recognizes the best plan
for saving the lives of children. Click above to learn more about the funding guidelines and
application process.
Health Resources and Services Administration: Early Childhood Comprehensive Systems:
Building Health Through Integration
This program provides support to improve healthy physical, social, and emotional development
during infancy and early childhood. Click above to learn more about the funding guidelines and
application process.
******************************************************************************
For the policy wonks:

White House Blog Post: A Preview of the 2013 Economic Report of the President
You can view the blog post HERE.

Posted by Alan B. Krueger on March 15, 2013

This year's Economic Report of the President describes the progress we have made recovering
from the worst economic crisis since the Great Depression. After years of grueling recession, our
businesses have created over six million new jobs. As a nation, we now buy more American cars
than we have in 5 years, and less foreign oil than we have in 20 years. Our housing market is
healing, and homeowners and consumers enjoy stronger protections than ever before. But there
are still millions of Americans whose hard work and dedication have not yet been rewarded. Our
economy is adding jobs, but too many of our fellow citizens still can't find fulltime employment.
Corporate profits have reached all-time highs, but for more than a decade, wages and incomes for
working Americans have barely budged. As President Obama has said, "A growing economy that
creates good, middle-class jobs–that must be the North Star that guides our efforts."
Although economics has long been called "the dismal science," it is more appropriately viewed
as a "hopeful science." The right mix of economic policies and leadership can help a country to
recover from a deep recession and point to the investments and reforms that will build a stronger,

more stable, and more prosperous economy that works for the middle class. Conversely,
government dysfunction or misguided fiscal policy can cause self-inflicted wounds to the
economy. This year's Economic Report of the President highlights the progress that has been
made in recovering from the deepest recession since the Great Depression, together with the
policies that the Obama Administration is advancing to address the fundamental imbalances and
threats that have built up for decades and that have created severe stress on the middle class and
those striving to get into the middle class.
This Report reviews the progress of the ongoing economic recovery during 2012 and highlights
the main goals of the President's economic agenda. These goals include strengthening the
foundations of economic growth by investing in education, research, and infrastructure, and by
fixing a broken immigration system through commonsense immigration reform; ensuring
fairness for the middle class by reforming the tax code and health insurance system; and
bolstering the economy's resilience to future challenges by addressing the dangers of climate
change, moving toward energy independence, pursuing a balanced approach to deficit reduction,
adding safeguards to the financial system, opening up new markets for U.S. exports, and
equipping American workers to compete in the global economy.
Finally, given the importance of economic data in driving economic policy and in helping
households and businesses to make sound decisions, this year's Economic Report of the
President continues the tradition of highlighting areas where economic data have improved or
could improve further.
To read the entire Report, click HERE.
Alan B. Krueger is the Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors
*****************************************************************************

Women Business Owners – Get the Resources You Need to Start and Grow
Having trouble viewing this email? View it as a Web page.
Did you know? More than 7.8 million U.S. women run their own small businesses—
generating more than $1.2 trillion each year!
If you are one of these women, or are a woman looking to join this rising force in
entrepreneurship, SBA is here to help.
From training resources to registering your business, we have information and programs to
help you start and grow your business. Here’s how:
> Check out our Resource Portal for Women Business Owners — It includes online guides,
tools, and training that walk you through the steps of starting, growing, and financing your
business. We can even connect you to a mentor and information about start-up accelerator
programs tailored for women.
> SBA Programs that make a difference to women — From loan programs to financing your
business growth to courses and opportunities that make it easier for women to compete in the
government marketplace, SBA can help prepare you for success.

> Visit a Women’s Business Center — This national network of more than 100 educational
centers assists women on all kinds of business issues.
> Access Online Training — Education is key for success, and it's easier than ever with SBA's
Learning Center. Explore self-paced training courses, quick videos, web chats and more to
help you understand the many aspects of business ownership.
> Join our Online Community — Discuss and explore your business challenges with experts
and peers in our online community of 30,000+ members.
> Blogs and Articles — Hundreds of articles in the SBA Community offer tips for business
success!
We’re here to help you take your business to the next level. Learn more today.
****************************************************************************************************************

8th Fire Wab Kinew 500 years in 2 minutes

www.youtube.com

What went wrong in the relationship between Aboriginal people and other Canadians? Hear Wab
Kinew run down 500 years of history in 2 minutes.
****************************************************************************

'Black Death pit' unearthed by Crossrail project
By Jason Palmer Science and technology reporter, BBC News
for pics, video and maps: http://world.einnews.com/article/142009429/I3MuPlvLS-P4SrT7?
afid=777&utm_source=MailingList&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Breaking+News%3A
+world327-monday

Excavations for London's Crossrail project have unearthed bodies believed to date from the time
of the Black Death.
A burial ground was known to be in an area outside the City of London, but its exact location
remained a mystery.
Thirteen bodies have been found so far in the 5.5m-wide shaft at the edge of Charterhouse
Square, alongside pottery dated to the mid-14th Century.
Analysis will shed light on the plague and the Londoners of the day.
DNA taken from the skeletons may also help chart the development and spread of the bacterium
that caused the plague that became known as the Black Death.
Charterhouse Square lies in an area that was once outside the walls of London, referred to at the
time as "No-man's Land".
By 1658, the area around Charterhouse Square (centre) had escaped its status as "no-man's land"
The skeletons' arrangement in two neat rows suggests they date from the earliest era of the Black
Death, before it fully developed into the pandemic that in later years saw bodies dumped
haphazardly into mass graves.

Archaeologists working for Crossrail and the Museum of London will continue to dig in a bid to
discover further remains, or any finds from earlier eras.
The £14.8bn Crossrail project aims to establish a 118km-long (73-mile) high-speed rail link with
37 stations across London, and is due to open in 2018.
Because of the project's underground scope, significant research was undertaken into the
archaeology likely to be found during the course of the construction.
Footage shows osteologists lowered into the pit, and some of its finds
Taken together, the project's 40 sites comprise one of the UK's largest archaeological ventures.
Teams have already discovered skeletons near Liverpool Street, a Bronze-Age transport route,
and an array of other finds, including the largest piece of amber ever found in the UK.
"We've found archaeology from pretty much all periods - from the very ancient prehistoric right
up to a 20th-Century industrial site, but this site is probably the most important medieval site
we've got," said Jay Carver, project archaeologist for Crossrail.
"This is one of the most significant discoveries - quite small in extent but highly significant
because of its data and what is represented in the shaft," he told BBC News.
The find is providing more than just a precise location for the long-lost burial ground, said Nick
Elsden, project manager from the Museum of London Archaeology, which is working with
Crossrail on its sites.
"We've got a snapshot of the population from the 14th Century - we'll look for signs that they'd
done a lot of heavy, hard work, which will show on the bones, and general things about their
health and their physique," he added.
DNA can be extracted from the teeth, which tend to better preserve it
"That tells us something about the population at the time - about them as individual people, as
well as being victims of the Black Death."
In addition, the bodies may contain DNA from the bacteria responsible for the plague - from an
early stage in the pandemic - helping modern epidemiologists track the development and spread
of differing strains of a pathogen that still exists today.
"It's fantastic. Personally, as an archaeologist, finding good-quality archaeological data which is
intact that hasn't been messed around by previous construction is always a great opportunity for
new research information - that's why we do the job," said Mr Carver.
"Every hole we're digging is contributing info to London archaeologists, who are constantly
piecing together and synthesising the information we've got for London as a whole - it's
providing information to slot into that study of London and its history."
******************************************************************************

Globalist Gookooshens "Little Pig" Bob Rae
Anishnaabe Aki

Slithers thru

The Great Lie is that it is Civilization - John Trudell
"There's a lotta gold in them thar hills", someone once said. Now not only
gold but chromite, zinc, platinum, palladium, etc., etc in Anishnaabe
territory are attracting the earth plunderers. It's not just about digging
for food. The "Ring of Fire" holds a vast wealth that some greedy people are
willing to cheat, torture, slander, seduce and kill for.
Everybody knows that large-scale mining is harmful to the land, water, air,
fauna and flora. Everybody knows that mining is not sustainable. What a
ridiculous deceit to try to play on us all. Yet it appears many are falling
for the lies. Blinded by gold dust, we'd say.
We cannot ignore the fact that many Indigenous people, still in severe
culture shock, are struggling against extreme poverty in a rich rich land.
Most of us have never benefited from the pillage and plunder before. What is
different now??
We should know better.

I think most of us do.

However, there is a well paid group of sellouts and traitors putting on a
show of CONSENT. Figuring we're beat and might as well join "em", some of
"our people" have sold their souls to the highest bidders. They're doing
damage control for the globalists.
The imperial corporatists want foreign investment to flow freely. They've
put the laws in place. They control the media. The top muckworms want to
keep all their minions and pawns under control and towing the party line at
all times.
Their biggest concern is Indigenous resistance because they know our
Indigenous resistance is Just and True. All the legalistic finagling will
fail in the end.
Any report in the news of Indigenous blockades, protests, belligerent
statements and refusals to sign is met by Investors with cold feet and
withdrawal of their "Venture capital", ie the financing for exploration and
development.
Colonial law enforcement agencies try to show they have us under control
because they have a few willing slaves like Robert Lovelace, Randy Cota,
Mireille LaPointe, Doreen Davis, Shawn Atleo and Patrick Brazeau. The latest
casualty appears to be Peter Moonias, one of nine chiefs from the Matawa
First Nations, part of NAN Nishnaabe Aski Nation which covers 2/3 of Ontario.
All this vast territory is still Anishnaabe Aki.
Matawa and the "Ring of Fire"
The Matawa Anishnaabe communities have been under attack by mining interests
for some time. The chiefs are feted, wined, dined and entertained til their

heads spin and they finally give in. When people are targeted by agents of
psychological warfare, almost no one can resist. We all have our weaknesses.
The colonial agents know how to isolate us and play on every fear, anxiety
and pride. When half of community members are away, being bedazzled by city
lights, the backbone of the community is missing.
According to Matawa First Nations Economic Development Advisor, Jason Paul
Rasevych, "One of our main goals is to ensure that our First Nations people
enjoy the same opportunities for employment, income, wealth creation and
well-being as other Canadians."
Sounds like an assimilation plan to us.
corporations.

All the First Nations are

The mining frenzy now taking place in northern Ontario is like no other
before. It's not the numbers of avaricious people rushing in. It is their
high tech strategy and huge financial backing that has been refined through
centuries of robbing the resources out from under Indigenous people. Like a
violent storm, this an attack. There is no cover to run for.
This phenomenal wealth in Matawa, is not easy to get at. Of nine Matawa
communities, four are accessible by road - Aroland, Constance Lake,
Ginoogaming and Long Lake #58. The other five are accessible only by air,
water or winter iceroad: Eabametoong, Marten Falls, Neskantaga, Nibinamik
and Webequie. Plane tickets are not cheap to and from these communities.
Mining reps and government officials frequently fly in and out on their
various psychological operations psy ops. They like to do slide shows and
give us free coffee and donuts.
What indication is there that Anishnaabek will receive "our share" this
time?? How can we be sure our territories will not be left in desolate ruin
after the valuable materials have been stolen? Experience teaches us that we
cannot.
Have Indigenous people ever benefited yet from colonial resource plunder?
No. So why do you think we'll get "our share" now? What have we done to
make sure we get "our share" when our culture is destroyed and our land is
stolen from us?? How does any of that equate? Some things cannot be
measured in dollars and cents. Driving an SUV does not make you free.
The basis of the traditional ways is about self sufficiency. It's about a
person's relationship with the land in the context of family and clan.
The
social unit remains relatively small. There is no dependence on Big Brother.
If we buy into the mining frenzy of the 21st century, then we pay dearly. We
force future generations to pay for our temporary gains.
Don't people have any memory? We used to have a totally oral history. Now
we watch so much tv, we can't remember what we did last week? Let's refresh
our memories a bit.
Falling for Globalist Bob Rae
Bob Rae and family have always been part of the elite.
stand out as those little red flags.

A number of things

“Little Pig” Bob is a lawyer and a Rhodes scholar. He's part of the in crowd
of the "oath takers". Bob was always a part of the Liberal squad. He
disingenuously became NDP premier of Ontario where he seamlessly continued
the corporate tradition. At the time during the mid 1990's, there was a huge
groundswell among Canadian working class people. Bob smashed that to pieces
and paved the way for the unforgettable regime of Mike Harris.
Family Ties and the Tangled Web
Through his brother, John Rae, Executive VP at Power Corp., Gookooshens Bob
has ties to the Desmarais Family and Maurice Strong. Strong was mentor to
Paul Martin when they both worked for Power Corp. He was long time adviser
to Paul Martin including when Martin was PM. Paul Martin Sr. Was a great
friend of Sam Bronfman.
The Desmarais family lead the Canadian contingent of the water plot to
divert and reverse Anishnaabe rivers from their northerly course to James Bay
south to the Great Lakes and the USA. Paul Desmarais joined David
Rockefeller's Trilateral Commission in September, 1993. Their sinister plans
have been in the works for decades.
John Rae was campaign manager and adviser to Jean Chrétien from the 1960s
until Chrétien retired in 2003. Sister, Jennifer Rae worked for many years
for the IMAX Corporation. She dated globalist Pierre Trudeau when he was
Canadian PM in the late 1960's. Chretien's daughter married Andre Desmarais.
Former Conservative PM Brian Mulroney is currently counsel for Power Corp.
thru his lawfirm, Ogilvy Renault.
The other thing that drives investors crazy is corporate scandal.
John Rae is a director at BNP Paribas and McGill University Health Centre
Foundation MUHCF. BNP Paribas was instrumental in the oil for food scandal
in Iraq. Another corruption scandal is currently unfolding in Montreal over
the MUHCF superhospital. It involves the big corporate war monger, SNC
Lavalin top executives and contracts in Algeria and Libya. See how the plot
thickens!?
The Rae boys' father, Saul, was a career diplomat of Jewish and Scottish
descent who was posted in Washington, Geneva, New York, Mexico and The Hague.
He was on the first plane to land in France after the liberation in 1945.
Saul claims nukers C.D. Howe and Lester Pearson as friends.
Today, the Desmarais/Power Corp. own a big part of French energy and water.
This is no coincidence.
When he married Arlene Perly (of Perly Maps fame), Bob agreed to raise his
children in the Jewish religion and Zionist politics.
Back in 2001 at Burnt Church, Mikmaq territory,Gookooshens Bob Rae was a
mediator in a heated standoff between police and Mikmaq fishermen. With
Bob's help, the RCMP did a good job of dismantling Indigenous resistance and
thus sovereignty there for a time.
Bob Rae, Israel and War Mongering

Globalist Bob is right on side with Israeli political zionism and by
association, anti Indigenous instigators like Gary McHale and Mark
Vandermaas. Don't let their different coloured shirts fool you, they're all
on the same team. Just because the JDL was critical of Bob in the media,
doesn't change the fact they're buddies behind the scenes. As Liberal leader
Gookooshens taped a 2012 Happy Hannukah greeting.
To be perfectly clear about Gookooshens Bob Rae's pro Israel stance, he
published an announcement the other day while the Israel Truth Week was
taking place in Hamilton. Bob condemned the Israeli Apartheid Week which
seeks to publicize the Palestinian perspective, as "counterproductive".
He
makes ominous reference to hate speech legislation when he states, "we should
be wary of group-vilifying speech that seeks to delegitimize or demonize".
What kind of veiled threat is this toward Palestinian people who have just
complaints of human rights abuse, etc. etc. well documented for decades by
numerous organizations and groups. It sure sounds like a desperate attempt
at damage control - an attack on free speech.
Bob describes hate speech in sweeping terms, "such speech seeks to
delegitimize group members, reducing their social standing and acceptance
within society."
Yes Bob, when people really know about Israeli atrocities and genocide
against Palestinians, Israel’s “social standing and acceptance within
society” will be greatly reduced.
You might think Gookooshens Bob is a peace loving guy. Actually he's pushing
for more Canadian military involvement in resource-rich Mali.
That old gray
war monger, former Deputy Minister of War in 1990, Robert Fowler is
“whispering” in his ear. "Diplomatic Bob" is getting quite vociferous and
openly belligerent about war making.
Like many of the elitists, Diplomatic Bob's insatiable greed for power and
wealth, has gotten him into hot water. Back at the DND, he was implicated in
scandal that led to an inquiry. He was absolved by the powers of the Crown
Almighty.
A top bureaucrat committed suicide. According to Scott Taylor,
"...head of the executive Secretariat..Denys Henrie committed suicide in
August 1992. Henrie named Bob Fowler (and four other senior DND bureaucrats)
as "responsible" for his death in a hastily scribbled suicide note."
Today, both Imperialist Robert Fowler and Globalist Maurice Strong play
active roles at the University of Ottawa as well as at the UN. Gookooshens
Bob Rae likes to snuggle up with both of them.
Evidently, the Africans who kidnapped Fowler in Niger in 2008, knew more
about him than most Canadians.
Thanks a Million Bob!!
Gookooshens Bob Rae is currently on tour at taxpayers expense, the 'Thanks a
Million, Bob' tour. It probably cost a million to boost his popularity
ratings. Or did Bob get paid a million dollars as a kissoff??
This week Gookooshens Bob was speaking to the Thunder Bay's Chamber of
Commerce. He compared the Ring of Fire area to the potential recognized in

the Sudbury basin 100 years ago, and said there are similar opportunities to
"create prosperity, but prosperity has its challenges."
Rae went on to outline the three pillars he said are necessary to ensuring
success in the Ring of Fire:
"The need to create prosperity from the minerals in the ground.
The need to share that prosperity with First Nations in the area.
The need to respect the environment and develop the mines in a
sustainable way."
The lies just roll off his tongue like honey and like his mentor, Goebbels,
Bob knows it's better to tell big lies than little lies.
We can hardly get to town to buy groceries but Bob gets a tour to spread more
disinformation. As outgoing leader of the Liberals, he's been touring places
from Whitehorse to Halifax with special attention to mining communities with
large Indigenous population, like Sudbury, ThunderBay, Kenora and Dryden.
Little Pig Bob will be roasted in Toronto on March 18 (Royal York Hotel, 5:30
– 8:00pm). You can get a free drink and snack in Ottawa (MacLaren's 301Elgin St.) 6pm-10pm on March 20.
We in the South are far removed from Northern mining development. We can
easily forget or ignore what is unfolding. Some day Reality will come to
slap us in the face again. Meanwhile, we have a major struggle before us.
When it seems hopeless, we must remember our future generations. It is our
responsibility. We must never give up or give in.
Kittoh
SOME NOTES AND SOURCES
John Trudell On Leonard Peltier
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0uMJkCGRUw&NR=1&feature=endscreen
John Trudell - Mining our Minds For The Machine
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GgUyZ4F7CU&NR=1&feature=endscreen
John Trudell-How Does Tomorrow Dream
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUdftDH70TQ&list=PLC81D2DD85F211D97
We are all descendants of tribes. We have ancestral memory.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_Corporation_of_Canada
Matawa First Nations Economic Development Resource Guide
http://www.matawa.on.ca/upload/documents/matawaresource-guide_2010_web.pdf
Bob Rae
There are over 100,000 google hits for burnt church and bob rae
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burnt_Church_Crisis
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/story/2000/09/20/
lobstertalks_collapse000920.html
Burnt Church is on the brink of violence...Mediator Bob Rae left Burnt Church
Wednesday saying the parties "are too far apart for mediation." He was
returning to Toronto

http://archives.nben.ca/aboutus/caucus/archived_caucuses/ffa_archive/fishery/
1_bc_e.htm
http://archives.nben.ca/environews/media/mediaarchives/00/bc25.htm
Rae... issued a statement earlier today in which he denied that he had quit
as mediator...

http://bobrae.liberal.ca/journal/video-happy-hanukkah/
Bob Rae: Statement on Israeli Apartheid Week
Posted on March 6, 2013
'Thanks a Million, Bob' tour
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/inside-politics-blog/2013/03/budget-date-ornot-here-he-comes-flaherty-holds-photo-op-at-finance-hq.html
Budget date or not, here he comes: Flaherty holds photo op at Finance HQ
by Kady O'Malley Posted: March 14, 2013 8:00 AM Last Updated: March 14, 2013
8:08 AM Read 6 comments6
http://news.ontario.ca/opo/en/2013/03/premier-kathleen-wynne-meets-withfirst-nations-chiefs.html
Premier Kathleen Wynne Meets with First Nations Chiefs
New Ontario Government Committed to Working with First Nations in the Ring of
Fire
The Globalists

http://www.abeldanger.net/2011/05/canadas-power-corporation-canadas_08.html
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Above the law: just why are the Liberals protecting Bob Fowler?
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See "Tested Mettle" by Scott Taylor & Brian Nolan for much more on Robert
Fowler
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/story/2013/02/12/pol-mali-ministerscommittee-update.html
...Retired diplomat and former hostage Robert Fowler testified before the
Commons foreign affairs committee Tuesday, telling MPs Canada needs to do
more to fight the terrorist insurgency in West Africa... he said Canadian
special forces could be helping French special forces, while the military
could contribute intelligence and logistics officers as well as helicopters
and trucks.
Prime Minister Chrétien appointed Ambassador Fowler to be his Personal
Representative for Africa; a position created at the G8 Summit in Genoa in
July 2001.

